
12 DISCOURSE ON THE STUDY

Accustomed to trace the operation of general causes,

and the exemplification of general laws, in circumstances

where the uninformed and uninquiring eye perceives

neither novelty nor beauty, he walks in the midst of

wonders: every object which falls in his way elucidates

some principle, affords some instruction, and impresses

him with a sense of harmony and order. Nor is it a

mere passive pleasure which is thus communicated. A

thousand questions are continually arising in his mind, a

thousand subjects of inquiry presenting themselves,

which keep his faculties in constant exercise, and his

thoughts perpetually on the wing, so that lassitude is

excluded from his life, and that craving after artificial

excitement and dissipation of mind, which leads so

many into frivolous, unworthy, and destructive pursuits,

is altogether eradicated from his bosom.

(12.) It is not one of the least advantages of these

pursuits, which, however, they possess in common with

every class of intellectual pleasures, that they are alto

gether independent of external circumstances, and are

to be enjoyed in every situation in which a man can be

placed in life. The highest degrees of worldly prosperi

ty are so far from being incompatible with them, that

they supply additional advantages for their pursuit, and

that sort of fresh and renewed relish which arises partly
from the sense of contrast, partly from experience of the

peculiar pre-eminence they possess over the pleasures of

sense in their capability of unlimited increase and con

tinual repetition without satiety or distaste. They may

be enjoyed, too, in the intervals of the most active busi

ness; and the calm and dispassionate interest with which

they fill the mind renders them a most. delightful retreat

from the agitations and dissensions of the world, and

from the conflict of passions, prejudices, and interests, in

which the man of business finds himself continually in

volved. There is something in the contemplation of

general laws which powerfully persuades us to merge in

dividual feeling, and to commit ourselves unreservedly
to their disposal; while the observation of the calm,

energetic regularity of nature, the immense scale of her
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